Tiddukla Tadelsant Tamaziɣt deg Marikan
Amazigh Cultural Association in America
3959 Welsh Rd, .320, Willow Grove, PA 19090
 (215) 886-0563

 www.tamazgha.org

Tamazight Teaching Program for Adults
First and Last Name: _____________________________________________________________________________
Membership Status (circle one):
Member

Not Currently a Member

Would like to become Member

Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: Day:____________________

Evening:_____________________

Tamazight knowledge level
See level definitions below and circle one
1

2
•
•
•
•
•

3

4

5

1: I do not speak Tamazight at all. I would like to take a beginner’s class
2: I have been exposed to Tamazight but I cannot speak it.
3: I am a native speaker but I cannot read or write Tamazight.
4: I am a native speaker; I can read a little but cannot write.
5: I am a native speaker and I can read and write but I would like to improve.

For Levels 1 and 2 please describe your specific knowledge of Tamazight. Also indicate whether you are native of North
Africa or no.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
For levels 3 through 5, please indicate which variant of Tamazight you speak
Tarifit

Taqbaylit

Tacelhit

Tamacaq

Other: _________________

Tamazight (Middle Atlas)

What frequency of Tamazight courses would you be willing to enroll in (circle one)?

Tacawit

Weekly

bi-monthly

monthly

How far would be willing to travel for your child Tamazight education? (The courses will be set up in a central location
where the largest number of children could attend but this may require to some families to travel one hour, two or more to
get to the teaching venue. Please give us an idea how far you could travel for each of the frequencies above:
Frequency
Weekly
Bi-monthly
Monthly

Distance I am willing to travel (in hours and minutes)
Up to:
Up to:
Up to:

Would you be willing to help organize the Tamazight program? Please describe in your own words how you could help
make this program successful. You can use the suggestions below or make your own suggestions.
ACAA will make every effort to keep these courses as low cost as possible. Participants will be required to pay a portion of
the cost. All ACAA members will be asked to help get this program started and hopefully if we all pitch in, it could become
very successful. You can help by making a donation to help cover the costs for the teachers, classrooms, and other
necessities. You can also contribute by donating Tamazight teaching material or simply by bringing snacks or drinks to be
enjoyed by everyone during breaks, etc.
I would like to help as follows:

